Exhibitor in the Spotlight
In conversation with Alfredo De Angulo from Red Seal Measurement,
International Business Manager
Exhibitor at the 31st World LPG Forum
Red Seal Measurement, the manufacturer of the renowned brand of Neptune flow meters, offers a
complete line of positive displacement and Coriolis mass flow meters, mechanical and electronic registers,
transmitters and software solutions for inventory control applications. Visit them at Booth #116 in
Houston
1. The Forum Voice: Thank you for taking the time
to talk to the Forum Voice. Could you tell us what
made you decide to be an exhibitor at this year’s
World LPG Forum?
We have attended the World LPG Forum as
exhibitors since 2001 and can categorically state
that there is no other industry forum that gives us
the opportunity to showcase our products and
discuss business opportunities with customers from
around the globe. As equipment manufacturers,
understanding the different trends that affect the
LPG industry worldwide is key to our product
development process, and the Forum offers us the perfect opportunity to obtain this knowledge.

2. The Forum Voice: What specific products or services will you highlight this year at your booth ? Or
anything else that you would like to share with the readers of The Forum Voice.
Accurate and effective ways of measuring LPG is what our customers want to learn about. This year we
will show different flow metering and registration technologies for the multiple applications involved in an
LPG operation. Mass flow measurement and data collection solutions are the two areas that are currently
generating the most interest in the industry, so we will highlight our product offering for these
applications. We will also introduce a couple of new and innovative concepts in cylinder filling and autogas
operations.

3. The Forum Voice: What message do you have for the repeat and new attendees to the exhibition?
While the conferences and panel discussions offer the delegates the largest attraction to the Forum, I
encourage them to find the time and space to visit the exhibition and learn about the multiple products
being offered that can make a significant impact in their different LPG operations and help enhance their
revenues. Every year new and innovative ideas are presented to the industry during the exhibition. So
take full advantage to learn about them. See you in Houston!

